• Procedure -On each trial, listeners hear the target word and click on its picture with a mouse. -Eye movements are recorded via a head-mounted eye tracker (SR Eyelink II) at 250 Hz. -Eye-movements reveal unfolding of lexical activation during recognition.
• Why use the visual world paradigm -Natural task -Subjects are unaware of eye movements -Can be used without breaking up speech -High temporal sensitivity -Reflects activation of lexical items (Allopenna et al., 1998) -Eye movements reflect which referents are considered during online word recognition. (Tanenhaus et al., 1995) • Stimuli Context effects in natural and synthetic speech
• VL contributes to both voicing and manner categorization.
• VL effects found with certain stimuli, but not others:
-VL effects:
• Synthetic speech (Miller and Liberman, 1979; Summerfield, 1981) • More natural synthetic speech in multi-talker babble background noise (Miller and Wayland, 1993) -No (or reduced) VL effect:
• Natural-sounding synthesized speech (Shinn et al., 1985) • Natural speech (for voiceless stops) (Utman, 1998) • This suggests that synthetic and natural speech may be processed differently from each other.
Issues
• Are synthetic and natural stimuli perceived differently?
• Can we see effects of multiple cues in both natural and synthetic speech?
-Are multiple cues used in natural speech?
• Are cues integrated in the same way in synthetic and natural speech? -VL effects seen when VOT is less useful.
• Relative weighting determines whether effects of multiple cues are observed.
• 
Predictions
• Eye tracking will reveal influence of VL in natural speech, as differences in fixations to competitors (activation).
-May be able to see VL effects across entire continuum.
-Larger effects near the category boundary than at the endpoints.
• Prediction: VL cues are used to determine voicing when VOT is ambiguous.
• VL effects appear as increased looks to competitors when:
-Short VL for /b/ words -Long VL for /p/ words Identification Responses
• Vowel length affects category boundary (p<0.001).
• Previous work: larger effects with synthetic stimuli.
Natural Synthesized 
Conclusions
• VL is a cue to voicing in natural speech.
-VL effects seen near the VOT category boundary.
-Cues that are normally less reliable (VL) are used when more reliable cues (VOT) are ambiguous.
• Cues may be re-weighted online, as information from different cues is processed.
• When VOT is unambiguous -Vowel length is weighted low
• When VOT is ambiguous -Vowel length is weighted higher -Contributes more to voicing decision Work in progress: Effect of carrier phrase
• Cue weighting may differ in running speech.
-Insufficient time to compute cues: speed/accuracy tradeoff. -Rate compensation more complex: increases importance of temporal cues.
• Cue Weighting Hypothesis: VL effects when the target word is preceded by a carrier phrase.
• Same stimuli spliced onto a series of carrier phrases that instructed the subject to perform a particular task -e.g. Please pick the pointer and click on the peach.
• Prediction: larger VL effects with carrier sentence.
Responses with Carrier Phrases
• Carrier phrase creates larger VL effect.
• Suggests that multiple cues are used in more natural contexts when individual cues may be less reliable than in isolation. • If cue integration in natural speech is similar to integration in synthesized speech, cues will be used as they become available.
• Prediction: Effects of VOT observed earlier in processing than VL effects.
Onset of effects • Immediacy: Listeners do not wait for all cue information (for a single feature) to become available before accessing the lexicon.
• This suggests a lexical locus for the integration of multiple acoustic cues, rather than a pre-lexical locus of integration.
General Conclusions
• Gradient lexical activation in natural speech.
• Multiple cues to voicing are used in natural speech -Cues weighted by their utility.
-Demands of running speech may change utility.
• Cues are used as they become available, suggesting a lexical locus for cue integration.
• Similar results for natural and synthetic speech, suggesting that the two are not perceived differently.
Measuring timing of cue use
• Size of each effect at a given point in time:
-Slope of the best-fit linear regression across VOT, VL.
-Slope = 0: the effect is small. -Slope > 0: large effect.
• Question: When does slope deviate from 0 for each cue? Multiple acoustic cues in speech
• Multiple cues contribute to phonetic categorization.
-temporally asynchronous -vary in usefulness -different units (time vs. frequency).
• Cues must be integrated during phonetic categorization.
• e.g.: Perception of syllable-initial stop consonants depends on later-occurring context information, such as vowel length (VL). (Summerfield, 1981) 
